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Abstract—Psycholinguistic studies on human communication have shown that during human interaction individuals tend to adapt their behaviors mimicking the spoken style, gestures and expressions of their conversational partners. This synchronization pattern is referred to as entrainment. This study investigates the presence of entrainment at the emotion level in cross-modality settings and its implications on multimodal emotion recognition systems. The analysis explores the relationship between acoustic features of the speaker and facial expressions of the interlocutor during dyadic interactions. The analysis shows that 72% of the time the speakers displayed similar emotions, indicating strong mutual influence in their expressive behaviors. We also investigate the cross-modality, cross-speaker dependency, using mutual information framework. The study reveals a strong relation between facial and acoustic features of one subject with the emotional state of the other subject. It also shows strong dependency between heterogeneous modalities across conversational partners. These findings suggest that the expressive behaviors from one dialog partner provide complementary information to recognize the emotional state of the other dialog partner. The analysis motivates classification experiments exploiting cross-modality, cross-speaker information. The study presents emotion recognition experiments using the IEMOCAP and SEMAINE databases. The results demonstrate the benefit of exploiting this emotional entrainment effect, showing statistically significant improvements.

Index Terms—Entrainment, multimodal interaction, cross-subject multimodal emotion recognition, facial expressions, emotionally expressive speech.

1 INTRODUCTION

During human interaction, individuals tend to adapt their verbal and non-verbal behaviors, synchronizing their spoken style, gestures and expressions with the ones of their conversational partners. This phenomenon occurs in various aspects of the conversation, including choice of words [1], pronunciation [2], speaking rate [3], tone [4], [5], head motion [6], body gestures [7] and postures [8]. This effect is known as entrainment, alignment, adaptation or accommodation [9]. The study of entrainment provides opportunities to enhance human-machine interaction systems. For instance, a virtual agent was used to affect the speaking rate of a user when his/her speech was too fast or too slow [10]. By adapting the users’ speaking rate, the performance of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system can improve, given the decrease in mismatches between training and testing conditions. Likewise, studies have shown improvement in efficiency and user satisfaction when a spoken dialog system is entrained to the users’ behaviors [11]. This study explores emotional entrainment effects in dyadic spontaneous interactions, and their implications on multimodal emotion recognition systems.

The first goal of this study is to understand the emotional entrainment effect during spontaneous interactions. We present a thorough analysis using the interactive emotional dyadic motion capture (IEMOCAP) database. First, we study the co-occurrence of the emotional states of the speakers and listeners. The result shows that in 72% of the conversation turns the two subjects presented similar emotions. Given that the dialog partners’ emotions are synchronized most of the time (i.e., mirroring behavior), we hypothesize that they display behaviors that are characteristic of the given joint emotional state. As a result, the expressive behaviors from one subject should be correlated with the behaviors of his/her conversation partner. To address this hypothesis, this study analyzes cross-subject emotional entrainment using mutual information. The analysis shows that the cues from one subject (i.e., acoustic or facial features) provide additional information about the emotional state of the dialog partner. Furthermore, we observe that the mutual information between the behaviors from conversation partners (i.e., paired condition) are significantly higher than the mutual information between the behaviors from subjects engaged in separate interactions (i.e., unpaired condition). The analysis also reveals that the information provided by modalities from one subject are complementary to the behaviors displayed by the other subject.

Motivated by the entrainment analysis, this study proposes to exploit cross-modality, cross-speaker information to improve the performance of an emo-
tion recognition system. The existence of this cross-modality entrainment suggests that the cues from one subject can be used to obtain robust predictions of the emotional state of the other dialog partner. In this context, we are particularly interested in recognizing the emotional reactions of listeners. In these cases, only their facial expressions are available (assuming that a camera captures their faces without occlusion and with good illumination conditions). Therefore, having another complementary source of information can be very valuable (e.g., acoustic features from speakers). Notice that this task is related to the problem of monitoring the emotional reaction of users consuming multimedia content. Given the accelerated growth of social media and ubiquitous mobile devices, this problem is important.

To assess the benefit of utilizing the discussed mutual influence, several emotion classification experiments are conducted to recognize the expressive reactions from speakers and listeners. The first set of experiments consider the IEMOCAP corpus. We demonstrate that the emotion recognition accuracy of one subject improves when the emotion of the other dialog partner is known. Then, we implement cross-subject, cross-modality classification experiments, in which we recognize the emotion of the listener or speaker using features from both dialog partners. According to the large sample test of hypothesis about a population proportion, these classifiers achieve statistically significant improvements in performance over a classifier trained with only features estimated from the target subject. The accuracy and F-score in recognizing the listener’s emotion increase by 5% (8.1% relative) and 7.5% (14.4% relative), respectively. Similarly, the accuracy and F-score of recognizing the speaker’s emotion increase by 8.3% (15.4% relative) and 8.6% (16.6% relative), respectively.

The second set of experiments validates the proposed approach using the SEMAINE corpus, which comprises non-acted recordings using video cameras and microphones. These experiments consider classification tasks after clustering the activation-valence space from the original primitive-based evaluations. For the listener’s emotion recognition problem, incorporating the dialog partner’s facial and vocal cues improves the accuracy and F-score up to 8.1% (14.7% relative) and 8.1% (14.6% relative), respectively. Similarly, the facial expressions of the dialog partner enhances the accuracy and F-score of the predicted speaker’s emotion up to 14.8% (29.4% relative) and 16.2% (33.3% relative), respectively. These results represent statistically significant improvement in performance over the systems trained with only features from the target subject. The evaluations support the advantage of exploiting cross-subject, cross-modality emotional entrainment in recognizing emotions.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on entrainment, especially in the context of emotions. Section 3 introduces the database, features and preprocessing steps. Section 4 describes the analysis on cross-modality emotional entrainment. The findings of the analysis motivate the classification experiments to recognize emotional states of both listeners and speakers, which are presented in Section 5. Section 5 also validates the benefits of using cross-subject, cross-modality features in dyadic recordings on the SEMAINE corpus. Section 6 discusses the findings and future directions of this study.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Entrainment in Human-Machine Interaction

During spontaneous conversation, individuals tend to externalize similar verbal and nonverbal behaviors to promote effective communication (i.e., synchronization). In communication sciences, this effect is referred to as the reciprocity pattern [12]. Giles et al. [13] reported that during dyadic interactions the participants usually express similar nonverbal behaviors. Hinde [14] describes this phenomenon as analogous behaviors, which are expressed simultaneously or alternately during an interaction. This synchronization/regulation effect is known as entrainment. It is defined as becoming more similar to the dialog partner during the course of the interaction [15]. For instance, individuals tend to use similar terms, which suggests the existence of entrainment in their lexical choices [1].

The entrainment effect has been reported in different acoustic and prosodic features, including intensity [4], [9], fundamental frequency (F0) [5], [9], voice quality [9], duration and response latency [5], and speaking rate [3]. It is also observed in gestural behaviors including head motion [6], body gestures [7] and postures [8]. For example, Levitan et al. [9] proposed to compare the similarity in behaviors displayed by subjects engaged in a conversation (paired condition), with the similarity in behaviors displayed by subjects participating in separate conversations (unpaired condition). They study the entrainment effect in the speech preceding backchannels. They considered the number of common cues as a measure of similarity. These cues are defined in terms of intonation, intensity, fundamental frequency, duration and voice quality. They reported significantly higher number of common cues between the subjects interacting with each other.

The entrainment effect is observed not only during human-human interaction, but also in human machine/robot interaction [6], [10], [16], [17]. Breazeal [6] reported mutual regulation and entrainment in human robot interaction. They noticed adaptation effects in the body posture, head tilt and facial expression during the interactions. Bell et al. [10] reported that the speech rate of the users can be adapted using virtual characters, which was useful for ASR systems.
Ido et al. [16] studied lexical entrainment effect during human-robot interaction. They designed a robot to identify objects signaled by users through speech and gestures. They showed that the robot’s confirmation statements can bias the users to employ easily recognizable terms, improving the speech recognition accuracy. Kanda et al. [17] developed a humanoid robot. They observed that users interacting with the robot made eye contact and imitated its gestures. They use these results to demonstrate the communication capabilities of the robot. These studies suggest that understanding the entrainment effect is important to improve the performance and efficiency of human machine interfaces.

2.2 Entrainment in Emotional Behaviors
Since acoustic and facial expressions are communicative channels to signal the emotions of the speakers [18], [19], we expect to observe the same adaptation pattern in emotions. Lee et al. [20] proposed the square of the correlation coefficient, mutual information and mean coherence as three measures to quantify entrainment in the context of emotional behaviors. They showed that the proposed measures provide discriminative information to classify between negative/positive conversations, due to the intrinsic higher level of entrainment during positive interactions.

The communication accommodation theory describes two types of adaptation behaviors [13]. The first type is convergence, which is defined as becoming similar to the conversational partner, in terms of communicative behaviors. The mimicking or mirroring behaviors observed during entrainment falls into this category [15]. The second pattern is divergence, which is defined as accentuating the differences in communicative behaviors.

The presence of entrainment effect in expressive behaviors displayed by conversational partners suggests that their mutual influences can be utilized to obtain more reliable assessments of their emotional states. We explored these ideas in our previous work [21]. We proposed a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) to capture the mutual influence of the emotions between individuals during dyadic interactions (the emotions of one subject was conditioned on the predicted emotions of the other subject). Using only acoustic features, the study demonstrated the benefits of explicitly modeling the mutual emotional influence between speakers. Metallinou et al. [22] showed that the estimated emotions of the dialog interlocutor can improve the speaker emotion recognition, only when the interlocutor’s vocal and facial cues are both available.

This study analyzes cross-modality entrainment (e.g., facial expression and acoustic features) using mutual information framework. Motivated by the findings, we propose novel cross-modality, cross-speaker emotion recognition experiments that improve the performance over baseline systems. To our knowledge, these directions have not been explored by other groups and represent important advancements in the area of multiparty emotion recognition.

3 Corpus, Features and Preprocessing Steps
The corpus analysis relies on the interactive emotional dyadic motion capture (IEMOCAP) database [23]. This section describes the corpus (Sec. 3.1), the emotional annotation (Sec. 3.2) and the facial and acoustic features (Sec. 3.3).

3.1 IEMOCAP database
The IEMOCAP database is an audiovisual database designed to study expressive human interactions [23]. It comprises five sessions of spontaneous conversation between professional actors (10 participants). In each session, an actor and an actress were asked to play three scripts and improvise eight hypothetical scenarios (e.g., getting married). The scripts and improvisation scenarios are carefully selected to elicit spontaneous emotional reactions [24]. These acting techniques are rooted in their theatrical training, producing realistic emotions evoked as a result of the interactions.

A VICON motion capture system is used to track markers attached to the face (53 markers), head (2 markers), and hands (6 markers) of the actors (Fig. 1). The placement of the facial markers followed the position of feature points (FPs) defined in the MPEG-4 standard, in most of the cases (Fig. 2(a)). The motion capture system provides detailed facial information at 120 frames per second. In each session, only one actor had markers to avoid interference between two separate setups (see Fig. 1). After collecting the script and improvisation recordings for one actor, the markers were placed on the other actor and the sessions were repeated. The audio is captured with two directional...
sequence between subject A's emotions are not directly available. This problem is the actors were speaking – the labels for the listeners' evaluative evaluations were given to the turns in which emotional states of both the speaker and the listener. Furthermore, happiness and excited are merged into a single class.

Therefore, we consider only the most frequent emotional behaviors full of ambiguous, mixed emotions [25]. To dictate by the dialog, resulting in realistic, natural evaluations of adjacent segments.

Given the recording setting of the corpus, we only consider the segments when the subject with markers (i.e., subject A) is listening – highlighted in gray in Figure 3. For these turns, facial marker information is available for subject A, and speech is available for subject B. For the other turns, we have facial information and speech for subject A, but no information for subject B (i.e., no speech, no facial markers). Hence, the segments when subject B is listening are not considered in the experiments, and their emotions are not interpolated.

Our previous studies showed high influence of spoken message on the variabilities of facial features (see legend in Fig. 3). These are the turns that were emotionally annotated. Even though the affective state of a subject can change in a short period of time, we approximate the emotions of subject A when he/she is listening with the emotional evaluations derived from his/her previous and following speaking turns (i.e., emotion interpolation). We consider all the emotional labels assigned by the evaluators to the surrounding turns – not just the consensus labels associated to these turns. Then, we assign the majority vote among these two sets as the emotional state of the listening segments. Consider the first listening turn of subject A in Figure 3. His/her previous turn received the labels happiness (2) and neutral, and his/her following turn received the labels happiness, neutral and surprise. We collect all these labels from the adjacent turns – i.e. happiness (3), neutral (2) and surprise (1) – and we assign the majority vote label which in this case is happiness. Similarly, the label for the second listening turn for subject A is neutral (3 out of 6).

We validate the emotion interpolation approach by comparing its agreement with the labels assigned by human evaluators. We asked three subjects to annotate the emotional content of 139 listeners’ turns extracted from six dialogs across the actors (three improvisation, three scripts). We follow the same setting used during the original annotation of the corpus (e.g., 10 emotional classes, use of Anvil, sequential annotation of the dialogs – see [23]). The emotional labels are assigned to the turns according to the majority vote rule (in case of ties we use soft assignments). Then, we compared the agreement between the labels assigned by the interpolation and perceptual evaluators. We estimated the Cohen’s kappa coefficient, achieving \( \kappa = 0.36 \) for 10 emotional categories. When we reduced the classes by merging happiness and excited, and relabeling the emotional classes with few samples as other (i.e., fear, disgust and surprise), the Cohen’s kappa coefficient was \( \kappa = 0.44 \). For comparison, we estimated the Cohen’s kappa coefficient between evaluators. The average results are \( \kappa = 0.33 \) for 10 classes, and \( \kappa = 0.38 \) for the reduced emotional set. This experiment reveals that the labels assigned by the interpolation approach are as consistent as the ones assigned by perceptual evaluations.

3.2 Segmentation and Emotional Annotation

The data is transcribed and manually segmented into dialog turns. Six annotators were asked to assess the emotional contents of the actors during their speaking turns. The selected labels include happiness, anger, sadness, neutral, frustration, surprise, excited, fear and other. The subjective evaluation was conducted such that each turn was separately annotated by three evaluators. Notice that the emotions were elicited as dictated by the dialog, resulting in realistic, natural behaviors full of ambiguous, mixed emotions [25]. To be consistent with other studies using this corpus [26], [27], we consider only the most frequent emotional classes: happiness, anger, sadness, and neutral. Furthermore, happiness and excited are merged into a single class.

For a given turn, we are interested in studying the emotional states of both the speaker and the listener. A challenge associated with this goal is that the emotional evaluations were given to the turns in which the actors were speaking – the labels for the listeners’ emotions are not directly available. This problem is described in Figure 3, which depicts a conversation sequence between subject A (with markers) and subject B (without markers). The dashed blocks in both tracks represent the segments in which the actors spoke shotgun microphones placed in the direction of the actors. The corpus comprises 12 hours of data.
in the mouth and jaw areas [26], [28]–[30]. To avoid capturing the anticipatory effect of articulation, the initial and ending 300 milliseconds of the listener's facial expressions are discarded. Also, the experiments do not consider the segments shorter than 500 milliseconds. These constraints limit the number of turns considered in this study (1252 turns). Table 1 shows the number of samples in each emotional class for both speakers and listeners using the aforementioned portion of the database.

### 3.3 Facial and Acoustic Features

Facial features are extracted from the markers’ information. First, the markers are translated and rotated using an approach based on singular value decomposition (SVD) described by Busso et al. [23]. After compensating for rotation and translation, the remaining movements of the facial markers correspond to facial expressions. The study uses as features the three dimensional location of the 53 facial markers and the head rotation parameters (i.e., pitch, roll, and yaw). Figure 2(a) depicts the markers layout used to collect the motion capture data. Figure 2(b) shows the head rotation angles.

Given the differences in facial structure across actors and the variability in the actual placement of the reflective markers, it is crucial to normalize the facial features. For this purpose, we followed the facial normalization scheme proposed in our previous work [26]. The proposed approach adjusts the mean and standard deviation of the markers of each actor to match the ones of a reference actor. The female speaker in the first session is selected as the reference speaker. For each subject \( s \), the marker \( m \) in direction \( d \in \{X,Y,Z\} \) is mapped into the marker space of the reference subject (\( \text{ref} \)). Equation 1 gives the transformation, where \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) are the mean and standard deviation of the markers, respectively.

\[
m^*_d = (m^*_d - \mu^*_d) \times \frac{\sigma^*_d}{\sigma^*_d} + \mu^*_d \quad (1)
\]

For each turn, seven high level statistics are extracted from the facial features: minimum, maximum, standard deviation, mean, median, lower quartile and upper quartile. Altogether, we create a 1,134 dimension feature vector for each turn ([53 markers \( \times 3 \) dimensions + 3 head Euler angles] \( \times 7 \) statistics). Due to the high dimension of this feature set, we used correlation feature selection (CFS) [31] criterion to reduce its dimension for analysis section (Sec. 4). This technique extracts a set of features having high correlation with the emotional labels, but low correlation between themselves. We used WEKA’s best first search implementation to perform the selection [32]. This forward feature selection method is based on greedy hill-climbing approach, equipped with back-tracking capability. The method sequentially expands the feature subset by adding a single feature. The subset is evaluated using the correlation criterion. If the path being explored does not improve in five consecutive steps, the previous subsets are considered for a different expansion path. Notice that this greedy feature selection approach is not a wrapper-based method depending on a particular classifier. The final feature set has 125 facial features.

This study uses the exhaustive acoustic feature set proposed for the Interspeech 2011 speaker state challenge [33]. This feature set comprises of sentence level functionals extracted from a set of frame-level features. Table 2 summarizes the frame-level features, referred to as low level descriptors (LLDs). The table presents spectral LLDs, energy related LLDs, and voice LLDs. The spectral feature comprises of RASTA-style filtered auditory spectrum, Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), and a set of statistics extracted at frame level, across spectral components. The statistics include energy in low band (25-650Hz) and high band (1k-4kHz), multiple roll-off points, flux, entropy, variance, skewness, kurtosis and slope. Spectral components are estimated with the short time discrete Fourier transform (DFT) amplitudes. The RASTA-style filtered auditory spectrum are estimated using the following steps: first, the Mel filter bank (MFB) are applied to the spectral components; then, the outputs are temporally filtered to remove non-speech components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>emotion</th>
<th>happiness</th>
<th>anger</th>
<th>sadness</th>
<th>neutral</th>
<th>all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listener</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**

The set of frame-level acoustic features used in this study. This set is referred to as low level descriptors (LLDs) in the Interspeech 2011 speaker state challenge [33].

**Spectral LLDs**
- RASTA-style filtered auditory spectrum bands 1-26 (0-8kHz)
- MFCCs 1-12
- Spectral energy 25-650Hz, 1k-4kHz
- Spectral roll-off point 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90
- Spectral flux, entropy, variance, skewness, kurtosis, slope

**Energy related LLDs**
- Sum of auditory spectrum (loudness)
- Sum of RASTA-style filtered auditory spectrum
- RMS Energy
- Zero-crossing rate

**Voice LLDs**
- F0
- Probability of voicing
- Jitter (local, delta)
- Shimmer (local)
The set of sentence-level functionals extracted from the LLDs (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>33 base functionals</th>
<th>6 F0 functionals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quartiles 1-3</strong></td>
<td><strong>Percentage of non-zero frames</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 inter-quartile ranges</td>
<td>Mean, max, min, standard deviation of segments length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% percentile (≤min), 99% percentile (≥max)</td>
<td>Input duration in seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile range 1%-99%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean, standard deviation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness, kurtosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of peak distances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of peak distances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean value of peaks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean value of peaks-arithmetic mean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression slope and quadratic error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic regression a and b and quadratic error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contour centroid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration signal is below 25% range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration signal is above 90% range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration signal is rising/falling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain of linear prediction (LP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP coefficients 1-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed approach analyzes the mutual informations between behaviors observed across modalities and across subjects (e.g., facial expression of the listener versus the acoustic features of the speaker). We are also interested in analyzing the relation between modalities of one subject and the emotions of the other (e.g., acoustic features of the speaker versus the emotional state of the listener). Since we are studying the relation between heterogeneous modalities, we can not directly compare the similarities with metrics such as distance or correlation. Instead, we use mutual information to quantify the dependencies rather than similarities between modalities, which is a major difference between this study and previous works.

Equation 2 gives the mutual information for discrete variables \(X\) and \(Y\), given their marginal and joint probability mass functions (PMFs). Facial and acoustic features provide continuous values. Therefore, we discretize the features using the K-means algorithm. Given the differences in the range across features, we apply z-normalization before estimating the clusters. The PMFs are estimated from the data.

\[
I[X;Y] = \sum_{x \in X, y \in Y} P_{XY}(x,y) \log \frac{P_{XY}(x,y)}{P_X(x)P_Y(y)} \quad (2)
\]

\[
I[X;Y] = H[X] - H[X|Y] \quad (3)
\]

\[
H[X] = -\sum_{x \in X} p(x) \log p(x) \quad (4)
\]

Levitan and Hirschberg [3] proposed to compare the similarity in behaviors between individuals during their interactions (paired condition), with the similarity in behaviors between individuals engaged in different conversations (unpaired condition). The proposed analysis follows a similar approach by comparing the mutual information in paired and unpaired conditions. Note that the unpaired conditions corresponds to randomly permuting emotional labels or acoustic/facial features from different turns, depending on the analysis (e.g., randomly permuting speaker’s emotion with listener’s emotion from different turns – see Fig. 4(a)). Figure 4 summarizes the four parts of the analysis, which will be described next. The nodes \(EMOL\) and \(EMOS\) are the emotional states of the listener and speaker, respectively. The node \(F_L\) describes the facial features of the listener. The node \(V_S\) represents the features from the speaker’s voice.

### 4 CROSS-MODALITY EMOTIONAL ENTRAINMENT

This section studies cross-modality emotional entrainment and its effects on the acoustic and facial cues displayed by subjects during dyadic conversations. Previous studies on entrainment have proposed different metrics to study entrainment such as the number of common cues [9], absolute distance [3], correlation and mutual information (MI) [20]. Following the work of Lee et al. [20], this study uses mutual information.
Fig. 4. The four aspects in dyadic interactions considered in the analysis. (a) dependency between the emotional states of the dialog partners (Sec. 4.1), (b) dependency between the emotion of one subject and the expressive behaviors of the other (Sec. 4.2), (c) dependency between heterogeneous behaviors from the dialog partners (Sec. 4.3), (d) effect of cross-subject multimodal information for emotion discrimination (Sec. 4.4). EMO<sub>S</sub>: listener’s emotion, EMO<sub>L</sub>: speaker’s emotion, F<sub>L</sub>: listener’s facial features, V<sub>S</sub>: speaker’s voice.

**TABLE 4**

Co-occurrence between the emotions displayed by speakers and listeners in the turns during spontaneous dialogs (IEMOCAP corpus) (Ang: anger, Hap: happiness, Sad: sadness and Neu: neutral)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Ang</th>
<th>Hap</th>
<th>Sad</th>
<th>Neu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ang</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hap</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neu</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Mutual Information Analysis](image)

Fig. 5. Mutual information analysis of speaker’s and listener’s emotions with the speaker’s voice and listener’s facial expressions (IEMOCAP). (a) speaker’s emotion and speaker’s voice, (b) listener’s emotion and listener’s face, (c) speaker’s emotion and listener’s face, (d) listener’s emotion and speaker’s voice. Lines show correctly (—) and randomly (- - -) paired turns.

interactions. To investigate this hypothesis, we estimate the co-occurrence in the emotional labels assigned to listeners and speakers for each turn (see Fig. 4(a)). Table 4 shows that 72% of the time both conversation partners share the same emotion. This result supports the emotional adaptation hypothesis. If we account for the marginal distribution of the speaker’s and listener’s emotions (Table 1), and assuming their independence, the expected ratio of observing similar emotions by chance is 30%. Also, if we randomly pair the emotional labels of the subject s100 times, (i.e., sampling individual distributions), we observe 30.1% matching, on average. The large sample hypothesis test about a population proportion shows statistically significant differences ($p-values << 1e - 20$).

Table 4 shows that the co-occurrence of emotions between dialog partners decreases when one of them is in neutral state. Notice that neutral state is not always well defined and it is often confused with other emotions [36]. The table also shows that cases in which one subject displayed a non-neutral emotion (e.g., anger), and the other displayed a different non-neutral emotion (e.g., sadness) are uncommon 3%).

We estimate the entropy of the speaker’s and listener’s emotions, given the distributions provided in Table 1 (see Eq. 4). Their entropies are $H[EMO_S] = 1.85$ bits and $H[EMO_L] = 1.84$ bits, respectively. The mutual information between these two variables is 0.8 bits. Hence, the knowledge of the emotion from one subject provides important information about the emotion of the other subject (see also the classification results in Sec. 5). For comparison, we estimate the mutual information between the emotions of speakers and listeners from different turns (emotional labels of the 1252 turns are randomly paired 100 times). The average mutual information for the unpaired condition is 0.005, which is significantly lower than the mutual information for the paired case ($p-values < 1e - 20$). These findings clearly confirm the effect of entrainment at the emotion level.

### 4.2 Cross-Subject Relation of Emotion and Modalities—Fig.4(b)

Given the aforementioned emotional synchronization patterns, we hypothesize that facial gestures of the listeners provide complementary information about
the speakers’ emotions, and that the acoustic features of the speakers provide information about the emotion of the listeners (i.e., diagonal arrows in Fig. 4(b)). This cross-subject emotional entrainment is studied with mutual information (i.e., \( I(EMO_L; V_S) \), and \( I(EMO_S; F_L) \)). As a reference, we also report the mutual information of the subjects’ emotions and their corresponding acoustic/facial features (i.e., \( I(EMO_L; F_L) \), and \( I(EMO_S; V_S) \) (i.e., horizontal arrows in Fig. 4(b)). The unpaired conditions in the reference experiments correspond to randomly pairing emotions of each subject with his/her expressive cues. The PMFs are estimated using different number of bins during the K-means algorithm. Notice that as we increase the number of clusters \( K \), fewer samples are assigned to the clusters. In the extreme, the distribution of the samples tends to the uniform distribution, artificially maximizing the entropy (Eq. 4). This case yields a one-to-one mapping between samples of the two variables, which reduces the conditional entropy, \( H[X|Y] \), to zero (see Eq. 3). Therefore, increasing the number of clusters intrinsically increases the mutual information. With 1252 turns, the maximum number of clusters was set to \( K_{\text{max}} = 64 \).

Figure 5(a) shows the mutual information between the speaker’s voice and speaker’s emotion. Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding values between the listener’s face and listener’s emotions. These values (solid lines) are compared against the mutual informations between emotions and acoustic/facial features from randomly paired turns (unpaired condition - dashed line). These values are the average results over randomly pairing the 1252 turns, 100 times. These figures show strong connection between the features from a subject and his/her emotions, which validates various studies showing the value of using acoustic and facial features for recognizing emotions \([18],[27]\).

Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the mutual information in cross-subject settings. Notice that in these two figures the dashed line gives the mutual information in unpaired conditions following the aforementioned approach (i.e., emotion from one subject and acoustic/facial features from the other subject in the randomly paired turns). Figure 5(c) suggests that the facial expression of the listener provides valuable cues to describe the speaker’s emotions. Likewise, Figure 5(d) suggests that the speaker’s voice provides discriminative information to distinguish the listener’s emotions. These results are significantly higher than the corresponding values for unpaired conditions. Section 4.4 demonstrates that the cross-subject information is complementary to the subject’s own cues.

### 4.3 Cross-Modality, Cross-Subject Entrainment – Fig. 4(c)

This section directly studies the mutual information between the speaker’s voice and the listener’s facial expressions (i.e., \( I(F_L; V_S) \) – Fig. 4(c)). The analysis measures the mutual information from cross-modality features extracted from both paired turns, \( I^{\text{paired}}(F_L; V_S) \), and the average achieved by randomly pairing all the samples 100 times, \( I^{\text{unpaired}}(F_L; V_S) \). We estimate the difference between these values, as described in Equation 5.

\[
\Delta I(F_L; V_S) = I^{\text{paired}}(F_L; V_S) - I^{\text{unpaired}}(F_L; V_S) \tag{5}
\]

Different number of bins are used for facial and acoustic features. Figure 6 shows the results. The difference in mutual information between these two conditions is consistently positive across different number of bins. Therefore, the mutual information in the paired condition is always greater than the average values for the unpaired conditions. This analysis highlights the important coupling between cross-modality features extracted from different subjects. We believe that this finding is attributed to emotional entrainment. Conversational partners tend to display similar emotions (Sec. 4.1), producing expressive cues that are characteristic of the given emotional state. The emotions are manifested in both subjects across their modalities including facial expressions \([19]\) and acoustic features \([18]\), producing coupled behaviors across subjects.

### 4.4 Complementariness of Cross-Subject Behaviors – Fig.4(d)

The previous results highlight the connection between nonverbal behaviors of one subject and the emotions displayed by the other subject. An important question is to determine whether the cross-subject behaviors are complementary to or redundant with the own behaviors displayed by the subject. To address this question, we compare the mutual information in single modality setting with the mutual information in cross-subject multi-modality setting.
Figure 7(a) compares the mutual information between the listener’s emotion and the speaker’s voice, $I(EMO_L;F_L)$, with the mutual information between the listener’s emotion and the multimodal information provided by the listener’s face and speaker’s voice, $I(EMO_L;[F_L,V_S])$. To build the distribution of this multimodal data, the listener’s facial features and speaker’s acoustic features are concatenated into a single vector before performing the K-means algorithm. Likewise, Figure 7(b) compares the mutual information between the speaker’s emotion and the cross-subject, cross-modality features, $I(EMO_S;[V_S,F_L])$. Both figures show an increase in mutual information in the cross-subject multimodal settings (solid lines). These results indicate that cross subject behaviors provide complementary information about the displayed emotion during dyadic interactions. Section 5 validates these results in emotion recognition experiments.

In summary, the results show that the emotion of one subject is related with the behaviors of the other subject. Furthermore, the cross-subject cues provide complementary information. These results have direct impact on multimodal emotion recognition problem, which is demonstrated in Section 5.

5 Cross-Subject Multimodal Emotion Recognition

This section explores the insights from the analysis in multimodal emotion recognition evaluations. We conduct the experiments on the IEMOCAP corpus (Sec. 3.1). The use of motion capture markers to represent facial cues is not practical in many emotion recognition applications. Therefore, we also consider the SEMAINE database – a non-acted multimodal emotional corpus (Sec. 5.2). For this database, the facial features are directly estimated from video recordings.

5.1 Results on the IEMOCAP Database

The evaluation assesses the improvement in emotion recognition performance when we consider cross-subject multimodal information. We separately consider both speaker’s emotions and listener’s emotions recognition tasks. The experiments are conducted using leave-one-speaker-out cross-validation (speaker independent training/testing partitions). For each of the 10 folds, CFS is used to select facial and acoustic features for the classification problems using only the training set. Therefore, we have 10 feature sets, with an average of 115 facial ($\sigma = 9$), and 197 acoustic ($\sigma = 11$) features. The evaluation uses linear kernel support vector machine (SVM) with sequential minimal optimization (SMO). The soft margin parameter $c$ is selected by optimizing the baseline classifiers: $SVM_L(F_L)$ that recognizes the listener’s emotions using his/her facial features; and, $SVM_S(V_S)$ that recognizes the speaker’s emotions using his/her acoustic features. For each of the 10 folds, this parameter optimization is conducted exclusively on the training set (9 subjects). We evaluate different values of $c$ (i.e., 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1) by splitting the training set to build the classifiers (8 subjects) and to validate the results (1 subject). We implement all possible permutations of subjects across folds. In 85% of the cases, the best performance was obtained with $c=0.1$. For consistency, this value is used for the entire evaluation experiments. By not using the testing set for feature selection and parameter optimization, the reported results are accurate and unbiased.

Given that the data is not emotionally balanced (see Table 1), we estimate the precision rate for each emotional class (i.e., fraction of retrieved samples for one emotional class that are relevant). Then, we estimate and report the average precision (P) across classes. Likewise, we estimate the recall rate for each emotional class (i.e., fraction of relevant samples that are correctly classified). We report the average recall (R) across classes. With these values, we calculate the F-score (F) using Equation 6. In addition, we report the accuracy (A) of the classifiers.

$$F = \frac{2PR}{P+R} \quad (6)$$

5.1.1 Recognition of the Listener’s Emotion

Table 5 reports the results of the listener’s emotion classification task under different conditions. The first row shows the baseline classifier, which is trained with only the facial features extracted from the listeners – $SVM_L(F_L)$. The average recall is 52.1%, which is slightly lower than the average recall reported in a previous study on facial expression that used a larger portion of this corpus [36] (see explanation in Sec. 3.2 on the reduced number of turns considered here).

We illustrate the emotional adaptation effect by recognizing the listeners’ emotions using only the
TABLE 5
Results of emotion recognition of the listeners’ turns for different settings (IEMOCAP corpus). The results are given in terms of Accuracy (A), Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-Score (F) ($F_L$: listener’s face, $EMO_S$: speaker’s emotion, $V_S$: speaker’s voice).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM ($F_L$) [baseline]</td>
<td>62.30</td>
<td>52.01</td>
<td>52.10</td>
<td>52.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM ($EMO_S$)</td>
<td>70.21</td>
<td>67.16</td>
<td>62.81</td>
<td>64.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM ($F_L$, $EMO_S$)</td>
<td>72.28</td>
<td>65.43</td>
<td>64.34</td>
<td>64.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade SVM ($F_L$, $V_S$)</td>
<td>56.21</td>
<td>57.16</td>
<td>57.47</td>
<td>57.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM ($V_S$)</td>
<td>55.03</td>
<td>45.93</td>
<td>45.16</td>
<td>45.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM ($F_L$, $V_S$)</td>
<td>67.33</td>
<td>59.28</td>
<td>59.79</td>
<td>59.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Listener’s emotion

(b) Speaker’s emotion

Fig. 8. Cross-subject emotion recognition with cascade SVMs. The dialog partner’s emotion is used as feature to recognize the target subject’s emotion.

speakers’ emotions – SVM$_L$ ($EMO_S$). Table 5 shows that this classifier achieves an accuracy of 70.2%. Notice that this condition outperforms the baseline without using any feature describing the listeners’ behaviors. When a classifier is trained with the speakers’ emotion and the facial features from the listeners, SVM$_L$ ($F_L$, $EMO_S$), the classifier achieves the best accuracy (72.3%) and F-score (64.9%) rates. These results highlight the importance of considering the emotional state of the dialog partners, as discussed in Section 4.1.

In many real applications, the speakers’ emotion is not available and needs to be estimated. Following this direction, we consider both explicit and implicit modeling of the speaker’s emotions to recognize the listener’s emotions. We propose a cascade SVM in which we explicitly estimate the speaker’s emotion using his/her acoustic features (see Fig. 8(a)). The output of this classifier and the facial features from the listeners are used as input to recognize the listener’s emotion – Cascade SVM$_L$ ($F_L$, $V_S$). Table 5 shows that all the performance metrics for this configuration are higher than the ones achieved by the baseline classifier by at least 3.9% (absolute).

We also explore the case in which the speaker’s emotion is implicitly incorporated in the classifiers by directly using the speaker’s behaviors. First, we evaluate the performance of the classifier when we consider only features extracted from the speaker’s voice – SVM$_L$ ($V_S$). This classifier achieves an accuracy of 55%, which is lower than the baseline classifier. However, the performance is significantly higher than chances (25%). This result demonstrates the discriminative power of the speaker’s voice to distinguish the listener’s emotion. It also supports the analysis presented in Section 4.2 (see Fig. 5(d)). Then, we train a classifier with heterogeneous features describing the speaker’s voice and listener’s faces – SVM$_L$ ($F_L$, $V_S$). This cross-modality, cross-subject classifier improves the baseline accuracy and F-score to 67.3% and 59.5%, respectively. A large sample hypothesis test about a population proportion indicates that the gain in F-score is statistically significant ($p - value < 0.0001$). The improvement in accuracy is also statistically significant ($p - value < 0.0042$). Although the speaker’s emotion is unknown, the speaker’s voice provides complementary information to recognize listener’s emotion, which is consistent with the findings in the analysis section (see Fig. 7(a)).

Table 6 provides the precision and recall rates per emotion for the baseline, SVM$_L$ ($F_L$), and the best cross-speaker, cross-modality scheme, SVM$_L$ ($F_L$, $V_S$). Our previous study on facial emotion recognition showed that anger is often confused with sadness and happiness is often confused with neutral class [37]. The confusion between these pairs is reduced in the acoustic domain. Even though the speech is coming from the dialog partner, Table 6 indicates that the precision and recall rates improve when the speaker’s voice is incorporated in the system. Therefore, the discrimination power of acoustic signal of the conversation partner reduces the confusion between these emotions. This result validates the complementary nature of cross-subject cues (Sec. 4.4).

5.1.2 Recognition of the Speaker’s Emotion

We follow a similar approach to recognize the speaker’s emotion. Table 7 reports the results. The baseline classifier is trained with features describing the speaker’s voice – SVM$_S$ ($V_S$). Although the portion of the corpus used in the evaluation is different,
TABLE 7
Results of emotion recognition of the speakers’ turns, for different settings (IEMOCAP corpus). The results are given in terms of Accuracy (A), Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-Score (F) ($V_S$: speaker’s voice, $EMO_L$: listener’s emotion, $F_L$: listener’s face).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM$_S$ ($V_S$) [baseline]</td>
<td>53.99</td>
<td>52.93</td>
<td>50.64</td>
<td>51.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM$_S$ ($EMO_L$)</td>
<td>71.96</td>
<td>66.22</td>
<td>70.12</td>
<td>68.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM$_S$ ($V_S$, $EMO_L$)</td>
<td>74.04</td>
<td>69.74</td>
<td>71.42</td>
<td>70.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade SVM$_S$ ($V_S$, $F_L$)</td>
<td>62.36</td>
<td>60.29</td>
<td>59.07</td>
<td>59.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM$_S$ ($F_L$)</td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>46.15</td>
<td>45.95</td>
<td>46.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM$_S$ ($V_S$, $F_L$)</td>
<td>62.30</td>
<td>60.32</td>
<td>60.40</td>
<td>60.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the average recall of our baseline (50.6%) is similar to the one reported in a previous study using only acoustic features (50.7%) [36].

When the listener’s emotion is known, the speaker’s emotion can be recognized with 72% accuracy – SVM$_S$ ($EMO_L$). When the speaker’s voice and the listener’s emotions are used, the classification accuracy improves to 74% – SVM$_S$ ($V_S$, $EMO_L$). When the listener’s emotion is explicitly estimated using a cascade SVM$_S$ ($V_S$, $F_L$) (see Fig. 8(b)), we achieve a 62.5% accuracy. The improvement over the baseline for both metrics is over 7.9% (absolute), which is statistically significant, according to the proportion hypothesis test ($p - value < 1e - 10$). When we implicitly incorporate the listeners’ emotion by adding features describing their facial expression, the classifier achieves 62.3% accuracy – SVM$_S$ ($V_S$, $F_L$). These results represent improvements over 8.3% (absolute), which are statistically significant ($p - value < 1e - 10$). These results validate the relationship observed in the analysis between the speaker’s emotion and listener’s facial expressions (see Fig. 5(c)).

Similarly, Table 6 provides the precision and recall rates per emotion for SVM$_S$ ($V_S$) and SVM$_S$ ($V_S$, $F_L$). Our previous study showed high confusion in the acoustic domain between anger and happiness, and between sadness and neutral state [37], [38]. Table 6 shows that adding features describing the listener’s facial expression increases the precision and recall rates of neutral state, happiness and sadness. The recall rate for anger is also increased. The complementary information of conversation partner in cross-modality settings can compensate for the intrinsic limitations observed in single modalities to discriminate between specific emotions (e.g., limitations of acoustic features to describe valence dimension [39]).

5.2 Results on the SEMAINE Database
This section validates the analysis on cross-subject, cross-modality affective entrainment in more natural recordings (i.e., non-acted corpus recorded with video cameras). For this purpose, we present emotion classification experiments using the sustained emotionally colored machine-human interaction using nonverbal expression (SEMAINE) database [40]. This multimodal corpus was collected using the sensitive artificial learner (SAL) technique [41] to engage users in emotional conversations with an operator. The operator can be a virtual character (i.e., semi-automatic SAL and automated SAL) or another human (i.e., solid SAL). This study only uses the solid SAL portion of the corpus, which provides spontaneous dialogs between two individuals. While the operator portrays a character with a specified mood, the users’ reactions are purely non-acted. The user and operator sit in separate rooms, interacting through teleprompter screens. Their facial expressions and speech are simultaneously recorded. Therefore, unlike the IEMOCAP corpus (see Fig. 1), the SEMAINE corpus provides simultaneous recordings displaying the facial expressions from both subjects (we do not have the constraints described in Sec. 3.2).

This corpus provides frontal videos of the individuals’ faces. The study relies on the computer expression recognition toolbox (CERT) [42] to extract facial features. CERT automatically extracts action units (AUs), defined in the facial action coding system (FACS) [43]. AUs describe the facial movements of individual muscles or groups of muscles. The toolkit processes the video frame-by-frame, providing high accuracy and robustness against different illumination conditions. Notice that the facial markers’ layout in the IEMOCAP approximately follows the positions of the feature points (FPs) defined in the MPEG-4 standard for facial animation [44]. This standard also defines a set of facial animation parameters (FAPs) to modulate the facial appearance by moving the FPs. These FAPs are derived from the definition of the AUs. Therefore, there is a close relationship between the markers’ trajectory – features on the IEMOCAP corpus – and the AUs – features on the SEMAINE corpus.

The classification experiments consider 20 AUs and 3 head rotation parameters provided by CERT (see Table 8). Similar to the approach used with the facial markers, we estimate seven statistics from these features at turn level (minimum, maximum, standard deviation, mean, median, lower quartile and upper quartile). Altogether, a turn is represented with a 161 dimensional facial feature vector (i.e., [20 AUs + 3 head rotation] × 7 statistics). Notice that these facial features are extracted from both the user’s and operator’s recordings. For acoustic features, we extract the same set described in Section 3.3 (Tables 2 and 3).

The user’s emotional reactions are annotated in terms of activation (i.e., active versus passive) and valence (i.e., positive versus negative) dimensions, using the FEELTRACE toolkit [45] (other emotional attributes are also available). Instead of turn level assessments, this annotation scheme continuously captures the perceived emotional primitives values, as the annotators move the mouse cursor over a graphical
user interface (GUI) displaying the activation/valence space. For each dimension, the scores are mapped into the range [-1, +1]. The emotion annotations are performed by multiple labelers (2 to 8) over the entire sessions. Given that the focus of this corpus is on the user’s reactions, there are few sessions in which the operator’s videos are emotionally evaluated. Therefore, the classification experiments in this study consider only the user’s emotions. The emotional labels include turns when the user is both speaking and listening. Therefore, this corpus is suitable for the proposed cross-subject, cross-modality evaluation.

Only 52 out of 94 currently released sessions have emotional labels. During eight of these sessions, the CERT toolkit did not correctly detect the user’s face (sessions 82, 88, 89, 90, 91, 95, 96 and 97). Hence, this study considers interactions from 44 sessions. These sessions are split into turns using the provided segmentation. The dialog turns are manually segmented. We consider only turns which are at least 300 ms. For the turns when the user is listening, the initial and ending 100 milliseconds of the segments are discarded to avoid capturing articulation (provided that the remaining segment is at least 300 ms). Altogether, we consider 1884 turns, in which the user is listening in 835 segments and speaking in the remaining 1049 segments. The emotional ground truth for each of these turns is calculated by averaging the scores across evaluators and across frames (see plot in Fig. 10).

One drawback of using a continuous frame-by-frame evaluation toolkit such as FEELTRACE is the delay between the stimulus and the annotated labels. The delay is caused by the intrinsic reaction time between the perception of the expressive behaviors and the annotation of the stimuli (i.e., moving the cursor). Nicolle et al. [46] studied this delay on four emotion attributes (activation, valence, expectation and power) in the SEMAINE database using correlation analysis. They reported average delays between three to six seconds. Following a similar approach, we propose to estimate the optimal delay with the mutual information between the frame-level facial features $F$ and the $\tau$-sec-shifted emotional annotations $E_{\tau}$, $I(F; E_{\tau})$ (Eq. 2). We rely only on facial features since the acoustic features are not always available during the course of an interaction. The PMFs for the emotion (activation-valence space) and facial features are estimated from the data using nonuniform bins created with the K-means algorithm. Figure 9 depicts the average mutual information for different delays achieved across different number of clusters. Maximizing this mutual information with respect to $\tau$ yields the optimal delay, which in our case is 5.76 seconds. The shape of the curve in Figure 9 and the optimal delay are consistent with the findings reported by Nicolle et al. [46]. Accordingly, the emotional evaluations are shifted in 5.76 seconds for the classification experiments.

Instead of dealing with continuous emotional attributes, we created $K$ emotional clusters in the activation-valence space by using the K-means algorithm. Previous studies on affective computing have used this approach to transform a regression problem into a $K$-class recognition problem [21], [47]. We reported the classification results for $K = 2$ and $K = 4$. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the corresponding classes obtained on the entire database.

The classification experiments follow the settings described in Section 3.1 (i.e., SVM-SMO with $c = 0.1$). The selected portion of the database contains nine users. We train and test the classifiers using a leave-one-speaker-out cross-validation. The feature sets are reduced using CFS, using the training set of each fold. For $K=2$, CFS selects an average of 29 facial ($\sigma=6$) and 94 acoustic ($\sigma=10$) features. For $K=4$, CFS selects an average of 39 facial ($\sigma=5$) and 98 acoustic ($\sigma=11$) features. The feature selection is performed with au-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AU</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>AU</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU 1</td>
<td>Inner Brow Raise</td>
<td>AU 14</td>
<td>Dimpler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 2</td>
<td>Outer Brow Raise</td>
<td>AU 15</td>
<td>Lip Corner Depressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 3</td>
<td>Lip Raise</td>
<td>AU 16</td>
<td>Chin Raise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 4</td>
<td>Brow Lower</td>
<td>AU 17</td>
<td>Lip Pucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 5</td>
<td>Lip Tighten</td>
<td>AU 18</td>
<td>Lip Stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 6</td>
<td>Eye Widen</td>
<td>AU 19</td>
<td>Lip Corner Pull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 7</td>
<td>Cheek Raise</td>
<td>AU 20</td>
<td>Jaw Drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 8</td>
<td>Nose Wrinkle</td>
<td>AU 21</td>
<td>Lips Part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 9</td>
<td>Lids Tight</td>
<td>AU 22</td>
<td>Lips Suck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU 10</td>
<td>Lip Raise</td>
<td>AU 23</td>
<td>Blink/Eye Closure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 9.** Analysis of the delay between the emotion annotations and facial features for the SEMAINE database. The optimum delay is 5.76 seconds.

**Fig. 10.** Clusters obtained by the K-means algorithm in the valence-activation space (SEMAINE). The figure gives the number of turns assigned to each class.
TABLE 9

Emotion classifications results on the SEMAINE corpus, for segments when the user is speaking and listening. Results are reported for $K = 2$ and $K = 4$ in terms of Accuracy (A), Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-Score (F).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User's state</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>$K = 2$ [chance level = 50%]</th>
<th>$K = 4$ [chance level = 25%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Listening</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>55.36</td>
<td>55.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face, Face</td>
<td></td>
<td>59.31</td>
<td>59.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face, Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td>61.36</td>
<td>61.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face, Face, Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td>63.50</td>
<td>63.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speaking</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>53.52</td>
<td>52.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td>50.35</td>
<td>48.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face, Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td>53.36</td>
<td>53.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face, Face, Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td>64.95</td>
<td>64.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face, Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.14</td>
<td>64.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face, Face, Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td>62.26</td>
<td>61.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

diovisual features from the users. However, the same feature set is estimated from the operator’s behaviors. Table 9 reports the user’s emotion classification experiments during the listening and speaking segments, considering the two emotional space clusterings.

5.2.1 Recognition of User’s Emotion while Listening

For $K = 2$ (50% chance level), a classifier trained with only the user’s facial expressions achieved an accuracy of 55.4% (turns when the user was listening). Incorporating features describing the operator’s face, voice or both significantly improves the accuracy by at least 3.8%. The best performance is obtained when features describing the operator’s voice and facial expression are added to the user’s facial features ($A = 63.5%$). This result represents statistically significant improvement over the performance of the classifier trained with only the facial features of the user ($p-value < 0.0001$ – population proportion test).

5.2.2 Recognition of User’s Emotion while Speaking

During the segments when the user is speaking, the face is the only modality available for the operator. From the user, we extract his/her facial and acoustic features. Table 9 provides the performance for different combinations. There are three baseline classifiers for which only features from the user are used (i.e., face, voice or both modalities). The baseline classifiers trained with features describing the user’s face achieve 53.6% and 47.2% accuracy rates for $K = 2$ and $K = 4$, respectively. The user’s acoustic features do not provide significant discriminant information to recognize his/her emotion.

Table 9 indicates that adding cross-speaker information (i.e., the operator’s face) improves the accuracy and F-score rates in all the settings, both for $K = 2$ and $K = 4$. When $K = 2$, the addition of features describing the operator’s face yields statistically significant improvements for accuracy and F-score ($p-value < 0.0001$), across classifiers. The best performance is achieved when only acoustic cues of the user and facial expressions of the operator are employed ($A = 65.1%$). For $K = 4$, the accuracy improves in the three cross-subject, multimodal settings. The best performance is achieved by incorporating user’s voice and operator’s facial expressions ($A = 52.7%$). These results validate the benefits of using cross-subject features for multiparty emotion recognition.

6 Conclusions and Discussion

This paper analyzed cross-subject multimodal emotional entrainment and the implications on the design of emotion recognition systems for dyadic human interaction. We presented a thorough analysis to unveil the relation between the emotional states of dialog partners, and the relation between their expressive behaviors. The analysis reveals that most of the time the conversational partners present similar emotions (i.e., converging behaviors). Using mutual information as a metric of dependency, the study shows that the behaviors from one subject provide complementary information about the emotional state of the other subject. Motivated by these findings, we presented cross-subject multimodal emotion recognition experiments. We reported result on the IEMOCAP and SEMAINE databases. In both corpora, we consistently observed statistically significant improvements in the classifiers, when the feature set included features describing cross-subject behaviors.

We observe that the improvement in performance in recognizing the speaker’s emotions is consistently higher than the one in recognizing the listener’s emotions. This pattern is also observed in Figure 7, which shows that the listener’s facial expression provides more complementary information about the speaker’s emotion, than the speaker’s voice provides about the listener’s emotion. From a human communication perspective, this pattern should be studied further.

As mentioned, the findings of this work are relevant to the problem of monitoring the emotional reactions of users interacting with a device such as smart TV, cellphones, tablets, or computers. When the user consumes multimedia content, his/her facial expression is the only modality that is available to recognize his/her emotions. Studies have shown...
traits of entrainment between human and machine interfaces (robots and avatars) [6], [10], [16], [17]. Therefore, we expect to observe similar cross-subject multimodal affective entrainment between the behaviors conveyed in multimodal content (i.e., movies and video-blog) and the user emotional reactions. We are studying the benefits of using the emotions conveyed in the multimodal content to recognize the emotional reactions of the user. For these practical applications, the speech and video streams should be automatically segmented and processed. We are investigating the use of fixed windows, which will minimize the need of pre-segmenting the data. This approach has been successfully used in speech emotion recognition [48].

Studies have shown that the adaptation patterns are context-dependent, since the dialog partners can display converging or diverging behaviors as dictated by the interaction [13]. We mostly observe converging behaviors in the IEMOCAP corpus. However, we expect to see diverging patterns in other scenarios. For instance, a representative working in a customer center should display behaviors that reduce the frustration or anger of the customers. While the emotions of the dialog partners may not be same, their behaviors are still related, which can provide complementary information even with diverging behaviors. We will explore these scenarios in our future work.
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